
 

 
Covid 19 - Policy addendum - with immediate effect from when the academy re-opens  

Blackley E-ACT PRIMARY ACADEMY 

Revised Code of Conduct 
Our goal is to make sure that everyone who participates in Blackley E-ACT Academy’s Code of Conduct knows what 

is expected of them and feels safe, respected and valued. We expect all children to display appropriate behaviour 

at all times, including online.  

This Code of Conduct aims to:  

• Identify acceptable and unacceptable behaviour  

• Encourage cooperation, honesty, fairness and respect  

• Create an environment where children’s self-esteem, self-respect and self-confidence will grow  

• Encourage children to recognise and respect the rights of others  

• Encourage children to show team spirit, think big and do the right thing 

• Help resolve conflicts and understand what will happen if the code is not followed 

Expected behaviours: 

• To adhere strictly to start and finish times for your group / bubble each day 

• To stay with your group / bubble at all times 

• To follow social distancing rules (2m apart) within your group / bubble 

• To enter, exit and move around school in a calm manner following the one-way system and markings on 
the floor 

• To wash hands or use hand sanitisers when entering and exiting the building, your classroom space and 
after using the toilet 

• To use a personal stationary set and the same table and chair each day 

• Participate in Relationships and Recovery activities each day to develop your well being 

• Respond to other age and level appropriate teaching and learning tasks 

• Show respect for other children and adults in your group and team spirit by following these rules 

• To follow SMART rules for being safe online 

Unacceptable behaviours: 

• Breach of social distancing procedures (leaving group / bubble, not following the one-way system or 
markings, partaking in unnecessary physical contact with others)  

• Refusal to follow hand washing instructions 

• Lack of participation in lessons 

• Disrespect for the rules, E-ACT’s values and other’s rights 

• Bullying (Being unkind several times on purpose), including bullying online 

Our REMINDER charts will still be used daily. Children begin on the Green part of the chart each session of the day. 
Children who are ‘Always’ children will display good conduct throughout every day and they will receive rewards 
that include Class Dojos, VIP certificates and Head Teacher awards from Mr Hughes. 

If children receive reminders, they will advance up the chart through Amber and Red. Any children who are on the 
RED part of the chart after any curriculum session will receive a sanction that could include ‘time-out’ during break 
and lunch at a socially safe distance – it could also include a conversation with a senior member of staff at a socially 
safe distance. Further violations could include phone calls home. Serious violations may lead to a review of the 
child’s provision or a risk assessment to review the child’s ability to keep themselves safe at school. 

 

 


